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About This Game

Action, upgrades, and one cool cat wizard. Travel the galaxy as a mercenary with a fluffy dragon alongside a cast of endearing
characters.

This game is a 2d action platformer with a retro-SNES vibe about it - so expect solid, tight controls with a slower movement
speed for clarity of gameplay. I do tip my hand early and give good powerups early in the game - so expect to be traveling on the

ceiling and one-shoting enemies once you get into the meat of the game.

Alongside the mechanics is a cast of characters that I really want to stand out - from a talking cat wizard to a skeleton in a
kimono, you'll meet interesting tropes of NPCs, but then shortly after they will begin to surprise and grow on you - just like real

people do. This is a huge focus for me personally that I strive for - a cast to remember.

So, in short -

A short game - currently about 20-25 minutes of gameplay

Tight controls and movement

Great characters to love (or hate!)
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Fluffy dragon you can pet as much as you want
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mercenary leto

I don't know what I expected but it wasn't playing the game while in a voice chat with friends trying to explain why I'm laughing
so hard.

I also was not expecting to basically read out lines the whole time becuase something rediculous happened and they had to know.

I have never had friends play a game without having to spend days begging\/bribing them to play (or buying them the game).
After 5 minutes of reading lines they just bought themselves each a copy so they could play and see why I was laughing so hard.

And then they knew.. Ugh, so this game.

I was so excited for it. A whole summer as a witch at a camp making friends and uncovering secrets? Yes please, said I.
What I actually got is a short linear game with dozens of typos, no alternate routes and an extremely clumsy plot.

First off, the good.
The art is fantastically distinct and expressive and there's loads of it. However, I found there were very few different
expressions for characters. Most of them have only around three, then the same amount of different poses, so the characters
move around enough to be dancing during any conversation. Not a big thing, but there.

What is a big thing is the writing, or lack there of. Oh boy is this game short. It took me under 3 hours to complete the whole
plot, other than some self-contained side friendships which have no impact on anything else. The choices you make do nothing
but determine which side events you see and badges you get. No bearing on the main story whatsoever; that always stays the
same and takes up about 3/4 of the play time. This might, just maybe, be okay if the plot was good and the game was around the
$5 mark instead of triple that, but it is neither. I didn't realise I was at the climax until halfway through the scene and then I just
went "What?" because there is zero build-up. I didn't think the plot had even left early rising action and then wham! Suddenly at
the end.

Part of this is because I thought the game was going to last, you know, the whole summer. Since it is about a summer-long
summer camp. In reality, it lasts less than a week in game. I think 6 days? You meet the bad guy once before you're at the final
showdown with him, and it's glaringly obvious who it is and glaringly not-at-all obvious why he is doing anything he does. It just
comes out of nowhere and it's totally extreme. Then you don't even get to see all the ends tied up--it just goes straight to credits
right after the climax. No explanations for anything at all, nope.

A character gets injured severely, and you don't even get to see them alive and well before the end. One other character just
gives you a thumbs up about their condition and that's all the closure we get. This injured character is your best friend, by the
way. There's just one variable at the end for who you became friends with and the text is completely stock for this--it could
apply to any of the characters.

So the game's script is short, plot poorly handled, and to top it all off there's like 20 typos I caught just from a casual reading. I
lost track after a while though, so don't quote me.

This just promises to be so much and it ends up being...so little. It's a story-based game with a very bad story. That's really all it
comes down to. A bad, short, linear story. Not what I look for in a visual novel.

What you can quote me on? I requested a refund out of disappointed disgust when I reached the end (calling it that might be a
compliment). This game disppointed me in basically every way possible. I went in thrilled and came out sorely disappointed in
under three hours. This game is not what it promises to be, at all. So disgusted still.. Line 1874: Uncaught Error: Uncaught Error
loading icons : TypeError: Cannot read property 'r' of null 
(file:/I:/Steam/steamapps/common/Decent%20Icons/resources/app.asar/iconTemplate.js:172). I'm going to be generous with
this...

Its nice to see 45 paint schemes for the drivers (especially Jimme Johnson), but being honest, I was under the guise that in those
45 paint schemes there would be a few for your own custom driver, which there isn't.
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If you're American, enjoy the 50 state flags. Canadian or from somewhere else, Better touch up on your American geography!

Is this worth $10, not at all, get it on sale. Don't blow your hard earned birthday money.

As I said before, I'm going to give it a thumbs up, as the content is nice, but overpriced and slightly misleading.. ncccccccccc
nycc. In a saturated market where video games are released daily you’ll see a fair share of experimental games that try to be
something different and unique but fail in one way or another, but this game is the exception. One of the best aspects is that it
remembers about being a game first, while being complimented by everything else. The idea is unique and something I’ve
personally have not seen before, and is not pretentious about it.

The visuals are an excellent style choice and leave plenty for imagination, which makes for a unique and terrifying experience.
You don’t know what is going on around you or where you are, sometimes you don’t know what is going to happen next, but
that’s part of what makes this game great and tense. It’s pretty to see all those visuals slowly change in front of you by your
actions, although you won’t always be able to appreciate them for too long because you’ll be in danger constantly. But they can
make for pretty screenshots and wallpapers if you experiment enough.

There is no music, only small ambient sounds and the sounds made by your character and other entities. However it doesn't need
any music to begin with, for it would detract from the focus, but I assure you the sound design will end up stuck in your head
and you'll be remembering the sounds for quite a while. Some sounds were a little too hauting for me I must admit.

Overall is not a complicated game, in fact is not a hard game either, it can be a little frustrating at times, however I appreciate its
focus on simplicity, especially because simplicity well done is a rarity. The mechanics are not hard to understand and it’s very
well designed from start to finish. And really, there is not much to say; it is what it is and does a fine job, but I enjoy it for what
it is and for delivering an unerving experience. It might be short, but for the small price is absolutely worth it and one of the
most unique games I've seen in a while. Is even better experienced on a dark room with headphones!. Hey! Watch This! A game
that I'm bad at! i crie evri tim. This is a very good table that was often found near the entrance to arcades for some of it's
sounds. If you were into the Worms series, this game is right up your alley. Also the Worms version that was like the game
Lemmings can also be found on Steam.. This is not just a mod, its a brand new game. Awesome
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Exelent football manager game. Game that every true football manager player must try. I highly reccomended the game. I'm
playing Football Manager Series from the beggining, and I always have fun playing it back somethinkg is missing. Then, when
Football Manager Live was avalible back in quite some years from now, i ralased what. MMO.

90MF gives, for me, all aspect of true MMO fotball manager game, and it's not even finnished. But I could play it like it is.
Community in game is great, ME is decent, transfer sistem and transfer market done perfectly. Gives u a chance to be a big or
small club with equaly satisfaction felling.
There is no pay to win features in game, so only your skills in picking players and select right tactic counts. The game mechanic
is done in a way that newcomer can be equal with the most experiance player in game in matter of season or two.

This game is apsoluty "must try" for any football manager fun.. yawn* I'll take the old Windows 95 pinball arcade game any
day.

That is all.. As a fan of the original Chip's Challenge (at least the ones I played, the MS version of it). A newer version of the
game that runs on 64 bit is very welcome indeed! I'd admit, perhaps I'm biased because of the nostalgia. Yet I'd vouch,
mechanically, this game isn't dated at all. I'd compare it to Sokoban, y'know, that block moving puzzle, but I'd say that this game
has a lot more into it, it'd pull you in quite fast, with mechanics that's even deeper than Sokoban. Perhaps the only thing that I do
not like about the current version is that the bgm/music isn't quite pleasant to the ears.

As a person who memorized the steps to most of the puzzles, it's nice to own the puzzles. A definite buy if you like games like
Sokoban, or just for the nostalgia factor only!

Also. Blobnet. I hate you.... This is truly a pay to win game, do not play unless u wanna pay, or lose to those who do. I really
liked the game since the first one on XBOX . I suggest to others to try this game!. Best use of Polandball in all of the games. Be
the ball, see the ball.. Content ripped out of the game day 1 and, then, sold 7 dollars. A quite dishonest and untolerable
behaviour. It's a bit of a theft.. Just waiting for Reassembly 2! :). Wnat to try it but does not work with MS Sidewinder joystick.
just don't buy this.

New Beta Build out!:
I uploaded a new beta build which has quite a few things fixed and added to it!

Level 2-4, right after the second boss fight, is LIVE! Enjoy Tabris making friends and using his overpowered weapon. It's still
rough and very much a work in progress, feel free to give me feedback in the Discord!

Fixed Leto's animator so it's more snappy and responsive. This was a big thing that many people noticed, so I got to fixing it!

Fixed an audio bug where Leto would fire her gun and it wouldn't play any audio
Fixed a bug where the camera would snap somewhere randomly on level start
Other small things that I'm forgetting...

Issues - jumping is a little sticky right now

Have fun, and be sure and ping me in the Discord if you need me!

Happy playing!
. Released A FREE DEMO!:
It's the 'IGDA Winter Demo', which means right now, both the early access and this demo are the same game right now, so get it
while you can!

This will change in the upcoming weeks when I get the Spicy Update finally out, which adds another 30 minutes of gameplay.
And Lily. <3

As always, reach out to me on the Discord or Twitter if you need me! I'm a one woman army with a team of help, but I always
aim to please!
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Stay awesome,
~Summer. New Alpha Build - Audio, portraits, and a new look for Debug Chan!:
Howdy!

Just wanted to do another weekly push as I drive through these last few things...

New audio sounds for when Gilbert transforms in the lava level, when lurkers activate, and for Issac's boss fight

All portraits got touched a little - including new portraits when Delta Aberrations remove their helmets!! - many thanks to my
artist Zacharie!

Debug Chan got a brand hew portrait! Say hello!

Issues - Issac's new laugh is temporary and terrible, though if you want to enjoy it, now is your chance...
Tabris likes to flip randomly during cutscenes
You can still dash on lava :V

I'll be working on that and much more! I believe the spicy update will be official during the first week of June. H Y P E!

As always, PLEASE feel free to talk to me however you like below!

Warmly,
Summer

Discord - [https://discord.gg/NaYCDwk]
Twitter - [https://twitter.com/dragonGlitchLLC]
Email - summer@dragonGlitch.games. New build OUT for EVERYONE!:
Went ahead and set the build live for everyone. :)

* NEW LEVEL! Take Tabris out for a spin and realize how overpowered he is! XD

* Title screen now has a link to the Discord! Hope to see you there!

* Jellycats make more sounds, are easier to grab onto, smarter about NOT jamming poor Leto into walls….

* Leto’s animator and jump was tweaked (again)

* The amusing bug of hovering Leto while talking to NPCs was fixed

Thanks all, hope you check it out! :3333

-Summer. November 6th build out for everyone!:
NEW BUILD ON STEAM!

This update is about a month of work - The big things are an additional 20 minutes of gameplay, jumping is a load more
responsive, parts of a cutscene engine, and random lines about feeding Alma carrots. Also character development.

Like best dad Tabris.

I went ahead and opened up the lava level for everyone, but please be advised it is VERY rough right now. Like no music and
it’s borderline not-fun right now. Also you can one-shot the boss because the AI is buggy.

Please bug me on the Discord for thoughts and feedback, it's ALWAYS welcomed!
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~Summer. (MINI) UPDATE OUT!:
Just went ahead and set the IGDA Winter Party Build out as public for EVERYONE! It currently limits to the first two levels
again, which will obviously change when I get the "Spicy Update" out for real.

Still, there are plenty of goodies to behold -

New seedling designs are in!
The first boss has better frames of animation!
Gilbert is more friendly towards Leto!
Bullets spawn from better starting positions - you'll see it from Leto's gun and the Dysaur Toads, for sure.
Standing on Dysaur Toads makes them react again!
Xbox controllers work better!
Leto's animations are tons better!
Her gun's bullet explosions were redone!
The world pointer marker was redone!

!! ALMA HAS HAY NOW AND THIS IS IMPORTANT !!

And probably dozens of other small things since I last pushed in October.

You can also see my Trello here - https://trello.com/b/BYCUUB4q/mercenary-leto

As always, talk to me on Discord or Twitter if you need me.

Warmly,
~Summer
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